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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

A. Conclusions 

Based on the findings as presented in previous chapter, conclusions are drawn 

as the following: 

1)  Based on Flesch Reading Ease Formula , there are  2 Texts belong to 8
th

 to 

9
th

 grade that named as standard level, they are Text 4 :”Tsunami brings great 

damage”(Narrative text) ,the score are 62 ,and Text 9: “what is the solar 

system?”(Explanatory texts) the score are 69. 

2)  Furthermore, There 3 texts that have fairly difficult level that belongs to 

10
th

 to 12
th

 grade students. they are Text 5 :”Two frogs”(Narrative text) the 

score are 58.6, and Text 7 :” How does saltwater affect plant grow 

”(Explanatory text)the score are 55.7. and ”Surat kecil untuk tuhan”(Review) 

the score are 50.9 

3) There are  6 texts that are belongs to college students they are Text 1 :”Pros 

and cons of using blackberry in the work place”(Disscussion text) the score are 

37.7 .Text 2: “The pros and cons of capital punishment”(Disscussion text) the 

score are 43.3, Text 3:”Dolphin tale”(Review text), the score are 50.5, Text 6 

:” heike story: a modern translation of the classic tale of love and 

war”(Narrative text) the score are 47.2 ,Text 8:”Tin tin movie review”(Review 

text) the score are 40, and Text 11:”Garuda didadaku”(Review text) the score 

are 47.6. 
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B. Suggestions  

Finally, the finding of  the study is to conduct for the teacher and students also 

to the author that want to conduct the same title as the writer. 

For the teachers should  analyze a suitable textbook to their students which are 

readable ,understandable, and interesting. Particularly, the textbook must be 

suitable to the level of students ability so they won’t be bored to read it. 

For the publishers and the authors are expected to pay attention in producing 

the better textbooks which match with the level of the students ability the good 

textbook can help both the teacher and the students to reach the goal of teaching 

and learning English 

For the other researchers, there are many textbooks offered by other publishers. 

The other researchers can use them as the subject of the research. It is expected 

that this research can give more information for further research. 


